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of these points with the ground will help to sDmulate supporDng reﬂexes and allow all the weight-bearing
areas to sustain the body in an equilibrated fashion. Gravity enables us to let go of the sacrospinalis sheet
and neck muscles, to gain a sense of equal alignment in the torso and ribs, to let go in the hips and thighs,
and to release the throat muscles. Having said all that: I catch myself holding in my hips or shoulders even
whilst in semi-supine posiDon, and that is the exact learning curve! To realise where we are holding and
releasing, and to use the ﬂoor and gravity as our teacher.
Read: 8 ways for violinists to improve posture
Read: Playing the violin places constant strain on the body, yet we leave posture to chance
Standing is arguably less diﬃcult than siQng. However, we are suscepDble to shortening when standing
upright and oaen experience a downward pull which leads to chronic muscle sDﬀness, ineﬃcient
breathing, interference with our sense of balance, excessive pressure on our joints, and failure to nurture
the correct environment for the opDmum funcDoning of the internal organs, including the heart, lungs and
digesDve organs. In a more intermediate stage of interocepDon, it will become clear why a pracDce such as
yoga is so hugely beneﬁcial for our bodies and our minds. Yoga recognises and helps us understand the
need for stretching and strengthening muscles; pranayama, teaches us to control breath; sun salutaDons
exercise our sense of balance; movement encourages our joints to produce collagen which in turn, helps to
maintain the integrity of carDlage; and many asanas promote internal funcDon such as that of the digesDve
organs.
In a ﬁrst step, enjoy the semi-supine posiDon as it provides support for the body in leQng go of tension,
restoring length of muscles, and reestablishing the natural working of the postural neuromuscular reﬂex
system.
When working with my students, I suggest that they play basic studies or scales whilst in the semi-supine
posiDon. This can give them a chance to gain awareness of movement as they play. The same can be done
whilst standing with one’s back to the wall. The ﬂat surface oﬀers us precious feedback.
Standing is considered by many as being more Dring than siQng. The faDgue is oaen caused by
misinterpretaDons of ‘good posture‘. We observe the shrinking of the body, the slouch or downward pull
that I outlined before. Let’s take the way we hold our heads, as an example. The weight of the head is 4.5
to 6.5 kilos, which is heavier than a bowling ball. When the weight of the head delivers verDcally through
your body, it’s a heavy load to carry, but your body is designed to do it. When you stretch the head
chronically forward as we do when we read—be it computer screens, books or scores—it becomes a lot
more diﬃcult for us. The neck muscles grip in order to hang on. So, as the head moves forward (which is
disadvantageous for the body’s design, remember the bowling ball) and away from a central axis, the
strength needed to support the head increases. This leads to greater tension in the muscles and distorDon
that results in compression and a pulling down of the skeleton, commonly known as slouching.

However, with a diﬀerent understanding of the eﬀortlessness that standing oﬀers, we observe the thrill of
a person unraveling upward toward their full height. A useful way to understand this is to consider the
postural role of your muscles. In maintaining posture— balance and integrity of movement—it is the
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muscles’ job to support the skeleton at its full size. I refer to my previous arDcle for The Strad enDtled
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‘Journey to Change – Towards Becer Understanding of Ourselves’, in which I argue that before we embark
on physical educaDon at school, or indeed, the playing of an instrument, we miss tuiDon in the origin of
As a musician, what do your feet have to do with your hands? How does the crown of your head allow you
more space to move your arms? How can the slightest adjustment of your spine moving into length add
human movement.
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We are not taught about the importance of moving the spine into length, or about its buoyancy, its weightenergy to your performance?
substanDal volume to your sound? How can a simple adjustment of the shoulder negate pain and add more
bearing and weight-distribuDng qualiDes. We are not taught to move from the core, which is an integral
energy to your performance?
part of understanding how we ideally move through space. Many of us think that training the core simply
The answers to these quesDons are found in our understanding of primary posiDons from which we iniDate
means training one’s abdominal muscles. This is possibly a mistranslaDon accrued in an eﬀort to explain
n 7 movement.
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complex things quickly. With the core, what we should understand is a system of support that lives deep
n 7 A lot of the instrucDon we receive regarding these posiDons comes from a place of discipline. From an early
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within the body. Elements that comprise our core are the bony structure of our body, our deep support
age we may hear ‘lie sDll!’ by our parents as they try to lull us to sleep or dress us, and ‘sit straight!’ ordered
muscles and fascia. Fascia, a relaDvely recent discovery in human anatomy, is the biological fabric that
by a school teacher in exasperaDon. Our understanding of what posiDons mean are clouded further by
holds us together, a network of connecDve Dssue. When seen on its own, it is one completely
comments such as ‘relax’, which is perhaps the one most steeped in cultural misconcepDon. Rather than
uninterrupted piece of fabric that runs from the tongue to the toes. This suggests that what we do with our
trying to ﬁt our bodies into startlingly moDonless commands, comparable to trying to ﬁt a triangle into a
toes aﬀects our head, what we do with our tongue aﬀects our hip joint — physically spoken, we are a
square, let us explore the posiDons in which we primarily spend our lives, the so-called starDng posiDons of
universe unto ourselves, intricately and fully connected.
lying, siQng and standing.
In order to feel more alive and strong when standing, I suggest the following process to gain a sense of
As musicians, we hear complex instrucDon when playing such as ‘move your shoulders down!’ But, what
appropriate tension.
does that mean? It results in the collarbone siQng on top of the ribs and tension (as opposed to tone) in
Read: Elements of Alexander Technique: discovering a natural approach to string playing
the muscles. ‘Move your shoulders back’ will result in a ﬂaring of the ribs and a military-like pose, the
tension of which is adjacent to the word ‘military’ itself. The body is connected like a puzzle. And, if we
Read: Natural playing on violin and viola, inspired by the Alexander Technique
insist that one of those puzzle pieces be pushed together or made to ﬁt into a part that it is not designed to
be inserted into, we are expecDng the body, too, to get stuck in a way in which it was not designed.
Train your acenDon to how your feet touch the ﬂoor. Ideally, stand without shoes or socks to allow for the
greatest sensaDon and feedback. Your feet should hug the ﬂoor at the base of your big and licle toe as well
Our bodies love movement; they are meant for movement, and living means movement in every way. Right
as the heel, creaDng a triangle-like zone of contact. Once this sensaDon grows more apparent, rock back
now, even if you think you are siQng sDll, you are not. You’re always in moDon, your body moves in
and forth between your toes to your heels. Make the movement increasingly smaller unDl you get to a
rhythmic waves simply because you are breathing. And, every Dme you breathe, your sternum moves, your
place where you feel that weight is distributed evenly along the base of the big and licle toe as well as the
ribs move, your diaphragm is moves up and down. I invite you now to take a breath and close your eyes.
heel. For many, this is already enough to throw their sense of balance oﬀ kilter. Most of us will feel as if we
When you bring awareness to your breathing, you tune into your body. This moment of tuning in to your
are either leaning too far forward or backward. However, just peek at the mirror and it will show you
body is called interocepDon, the sense of the internal state of the body. From this inner perspecDve, let us
otherwise. You can try these ﬁrst steps of new physical experience with your instrument. Play as you
imagine the body as a cathedral akin to the music of Bach: an architecture of awe-inspiring beauty and
normally would, and then again with this new awareness of balance of the feet. Many musicians ﬁnd that
precision. Inside that cathedral lives a sense of integrity to which all movement, vibraDon, and clarity of
their sound grows with the discovery of balance. By not leaning forward or backward too much, the newly
moDon assembles, like myriad magnets gathering around a central core.
gained insight into weight distribuDon has a posiDve eﬀect on sound producDon.
Read: Journey to change – towards a beBer understanding of ourselves
Next, draw your acenDon to the arch of the foot. The arch is liaed when in contact with the ﬂoor via the
Read: Aaron Rosand: 5 ways good posture will improve your playing
base of the big and licle toe as well as the heel. Why is this? Let us deﬁne the two areas of the foot (toes
and heel) as two poles. Both poles have clear direcDons of rotaDon so that a spiral can be formed. An
As you read this arDcle, you are most probably siQng. SiQng can be very taxing on the body, and without
awareness of spirals is helpful when working with the body. Spiral staircases have solved space problems
awareness while siQng, it can lead to various health problems ranging from the shortening of hip ﬂexor
for centuries. A spiral staircase can be described by the angle of curvature (radius) and the angle of
muscles to compression in the discs of our spine. Part of the problem is that the compressive forces in the
inclinaDon; it can be steep and narrow, or wide. This is exactly how the angles of rotaDon of our bones,
lower back are increased when siQng. SiQng also tends to make us fall into rigid posiDons—we stop doing
ligaments and muscles are determined, for example, in the leg axis or arch of the foot.
what our bodies like most, moving. Above, you brought your awareness to your breath for the sake of
experimentaDon. Now, I’d like you to bring awareness to how you are siQng. Do you have your legs
The arch of the foot along the base of the big and licle toe, as well as the heel, when in contact with the
crossed? Are your arms folded? Are you leaning to one side? These things, however subtle they may be,
ﬂoor enables load stability. This movement in the foot leads to a lia in the quadriceps, which in turn can
shia your body out of balance.
oﬀer a diﬀerent sense of placement to the pelvis. Awakening the pelvis is as interesDng as it is beneﬁcial.
One way of accessing it quickly is to imagine the coccyx, or tail bone, being tucked under. When doing so,
Muscles have memory, and when we move incorrectly our muscles remember it, even aaer the movement
you will feel an adjustment in the lumbar spine.
and if we are unaware of it. We become physically insensiDve to ourselves. When you couple an already
heightened level of tonus in a parDcular group of muscles with the pressures that musicians inevitably
Now think about the crown of your head (not to be mistaken with the top of your head) and how it reaches
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for the sky. Maintaining these diﬀerent points of orientaDon and movement along the body will take more
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movements, placing strain on our bodies, which leads to undercurrents of physical pain which can, in turn,
than one acempt, in most cases, but should aﬀord you access
to the realizaDon of more space in your body
lead to psychological stress. The sum total of all these elements prevents us from achieving our personal
and, despite the mental eﬀort, a feeling of lightness. Moving the crown of the head upward, parDcularly
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when imagining the coccyx (tailbone) moving down toward the Earth creates length along the spine and
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Alignment and movement of the body is remarkable and hugely important to how we sound and feel when
perhaps you swing the other way. Let’s call this Alignment B: the pelvis in an anterior Dlt (a professional
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SiQng and standing are posiDons that are underesDmated. They are actually quite complex. If you are
reading this and experiencing alignment awareness for the ﬁrst Dme, it might be worth doing so from a
lying-down posiDon. The lying posiDon I’m referring to is on the back, with face and torso toward the
ceiling or sky. This posiDon is also referred to as the supine posiDon. It is used in pracDces such as yoga,
pilates, Alexander Technique, and Feldenkrais Method as a way to become conscious of symmetry of the
body, to work with the breath, for relaxaDon exercises, and for restoraDon. Part of the reason that we lie
down to experience how our body feels is because it gives us a sense of the shape of our bodies. Aaer all,
we have no eyes in the back of our head or body, and this is why we oaen lose sight of it.
When exploring the body through lying posiDons, it is recommended to use a hard surface. Lying on a soa
surface such as a macress leads the back and pelvis to collapse, defeaDng the purpose.
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it into wisdom. Let us stand on the shoulders of giants in order to see further.
I ﬁnd that the supine and semi-supine posiDons give the individual clearer awareness and more speciﬁc
In a next arDcle, Gwendolyn will delve into some of the beneﬁts of yoga for musicians.
feedback than siQng and standing. It should be noted, however, that the supine posiDon, used for example
In a next arDcle, Gwendolyn will delve into some of the beneﬁts of yoga for musicians.
in Savasana in yoga, is less of an ideal starDng point for awareness pracDce than semi-supine posiDon.
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ourselves and focusing on our senses. Breath has a huge impact on our nervous system, which in turns
and amateur musicians. During a hugely challenging Dme for the arts and culture worldwide, she has
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brought The Exhale online in order to conDnue its mission. Gwendolyn authored her own method for
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body feels. When we lie down with our knees up, there are, apart from the feet, elbows, and hands, further
teaching beginners. It is called Michaela’s Music House and is available in English and German.
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weight-bearing areas: the spines of the scapulae (the shoulder blades), the posterior superior iliac spines
Gwendolyn is arDsDc director since 2006 of the annual GAIA Music FesDval in Switzerland which
(the back of the hips), and the occiput (the back of the head). If we are on a fairly hard surface, the contact
focuses on chamber music, and co-founder and curator of the InternaDonal Master Course by Dublin’s
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of these points with the ground will help to sDmulate supporDng reﬂexes and allow all the weight-bearing
NaDonal Concert Hall that takes place during the summer.
areas to sustain the body in an equilibrated fashion. Gravity enables us to let go of the sacrospinalis sheet
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and neck muscles, to gain a sense of equal alignment in the torso and ribs, to let go in the hips and thighs,
and to release the throat muscles. Having said all that: I catch myself holding in my hips or shoulders even
whilst in semi-supine posiDon, and that is the exact learning curve! To realise where we are holding and
releasing, and to use the ﬂoor and gravity as our teacher.
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